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We are so excited to announce the launch of the Fusion Hot and Fusion Film waxes on the 
Hungarian market.

WHAT IS UNIQUE ABOUT THIS WAX?
We have developed a formulation that has the elasticity of rosin yet the reduced allergic reaction of rosin-
based waxes. Our secret formulation of a unique blend of synthetic and rosin wax is revolutionary and 
the best of both worlds. 

The Fusion Hot wax is a multidirectional wax applied in the same direction of hair growth for soft and 
fine hairs and the opposite direction for strong hairs. Wax is ALWAYS removed in the opposite direction 
of the hair to PREVENT ingrown hairs. The Fusion Hot wax is a unique and trendy Neon Yellow shimmery 
swirl wax with a sensational Apple and Raspberry fragrance.

The Fusion Film wax is formulated for sensitive skin types and contains no synthetic beeswax. Wax 
is applied in the same direction of the hair and removed in the opposite direction of hair growth. A 
beautiful Neon pink shimmery swirl wax infused with Apple and Cinnamon fragrance.

A revolutionary concept from Melinda: You can add any Colour or Glitter cube to personalise your 
wax and have some fun waxing your clients.

The Fusion strip wax is available in 800ml wax tins used on the body's smaller areas like fingers, 
toes, bottoms, and difficult to reach angles on the skin. Wax roller systems are not recommended for 
underarms and smaller body areas. Strip wax is NOT is recommended for facial Waxing. 

Supernova Depil starter kits are available from mid-February, and we have gifted you with beautiful 
Colour and glitter cubes. You are always welcome to add more for a fun experience.

FEBRUARY SPECIAL (EU ONLY)
Buy 12 Premium Pink/Blue cartridges 100ml and Get 1 FREE
Buy 12 Fusion Orange cartridges 100ml and Get 1 FREE 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Supernova Depil shop is at the Helia-D Professional salon 1035, Budapest 11/A Pacsirtamező and is open 
every Monday for in-store purchases. Our website www.supernovadepil.com is ready to place online orders.

TRAINING WITH MELINDA
We have had fantastic feedback from our cosmeticians, who have trained with Melinda. 
Book your training as soon as possible as places are limited:

• 7 February (Special introduction for Heart Shape wax for Valentine's Day in Masterclass)
• 14 February
• 7 March
• 14 March

Option 1: Product training from 10:00-12:00 is for cosmeticians who want to use Supernova Depil by 
Helia-D wax in their salons. Melinda demonstrates the body waxing - 3000 Ft

Option 2: Masterclass training from 13:00-17:00 is for corrective waxing techniques where activity is 
demonstrated on each other.

Join our WAXING AROUND THE WORLD Facebook group. It is an English based group; however, we 
will be posting exciting tips and tricks and learning tutorials for cosmeticians.
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